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Testimonial

“Osteoporosis is an issue for all of us 

- even for me as a former competitive athlete.”

Osteoporosis is a disease in which excessive bone loss occurs. Since bone loss does not cause any 
symptoms at the beginning, the disease is often only diagnosed at an advanced stage. However, the 
OsteoTest can detect it at an early stage, when the chances of successful therapy are still high.

Heike Henkel takes responsibility for her 
health and has taken the OsteoTest | home:

“As a former competitive athlete, I‘m trained to watch my 
body and have important vital signs checked regularly. 
However, I would never have thought of having my bone 
health checked for osteoporosis on my own in my mid-50s. 

Osteoporosis is not called the “silent”disease for nothing, 
because you neither see nor feel the bone loss. What you 
do feel is a first bone fracture, and then it‘s already a red 
alert.“ 

If you eat healthily and exercise regularly like the exceptional athle-
te Heike Henkel, who to this day is the only high jumper to have be-
come European champion, world champion and Olympic champion 
at the same time, you feel protected against the supposed old-age 
disease osteoporosis. 

“Osteoporosis? Everyone immediately thinks of old people,” she says, “but the disease, 
in which the bones break down, unfortunately also affects many people much earlier.”

Heike Henkel, brand ambassador for 
osteolabs since 2021

Protection through healthy diet and exercise?

European champion in high jump 
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The course of the procedure

Here, the sample is sent to a Geomar laboratory for analysis. The mass spectrometer used there can de-
tect the smallest changes in the bone structure based on the so-called calcium isotope ratios. Because the 
suspense was great, Heike Henkel did not request the results by mail, but instead called them up directly on 
the osteolabs website using the barcode and her personal code. The result was easy to understand thanks 
to the clear classification into a green, yellow and red range, but it was a surprise:

“My value was in the endangered red range. I wouldn‘t have thought that, because I eat 
healthily and take care of my body.”

Together with her family doctor, an internist, Heike Henkel then discussed the measured values in detail and 
together decided on suitable measures, because with the right therapy, the incipient bone loss can be well 
controlled.

Consultation with a doctor

Heike Henkel did the OsteoTest | home at home. Everything needed for the test came clearly packaged 
by mail, including an easy-to-understand explanation. “I have already given countless urine samples for 
doping control in my life, so the procedure is familiar to me. But I‘m sure everyone will be fine with the cup 
from the package. Urine is nothing bad, after all, and many even use it for therapy. It‘s totally simple. Then 

you fill out another questionnaire and send everything by mail to Kiel.”

“My tip: If you like to play it safe, check out the detailed instructions on YouTube.”

Easy execution of the test

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5UWJFnUYfA


“Find a doctor you can talk to about your diagnosis. He should 
be responsive and allow questions. In my experience, doctors 
who deal with athletes are more receptive because competiti-

ve sports benefit greatly from medicine.” A good place to start 
is with your primary care physician because he or she knows 
what medications you are taking and is aware of drug interac-
tions that may limit the body‘s absorption of the supplements.

Contact point family doctor
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It does not work without calcium and vitamin D

Heike Henkel now pays even more attention to a diet that is low in phosphates 
and vitamin-rich diet. “Fortunately, I love nuts and fruits, especially raspber-

ries.” Even she has learned something new: “Many athletes only think about 
taking enough magnesium. Now I supplement my diet with a combination 

supplement with vitamin D, K and calcium.”  

The right movement

Even though she runs and does her workouts regularly as a for-
mer competitive athlete, she has been careful to choose sports 

with a light load since her diagnosis. “Jumping rope, walking, 
jogging, bouncing - I also like to do it on the mini-trampoline - 
or training with vibratory plates support muscle development 
and the formation of bone density. I supplement my usual runs 
with mini jumps on a small step, lunges and squats. This can be 

incorporated anywhere.”

Heike Henkel, Olympic champion
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Do you also want to share your experience with us?
Please feel free to send us an email to: info@osteolabs.de 

or call us: +49 431 - 990 730

Safety through therapy control

Six months after the diagnosis, Heike Henkel checked the result of her efforts with another test: “The fact 
that the test is so uncomplicated makes it easier to check. This way, I can - if necessary - still take 
countermeasures with my doctor in good time.“

Heike Henkel‘s advice

“Take your preventive health care into your own hands, even when it comes to your bones. If you start early, 
you can achieve great things with small measures and thus stay fit in old age. A test with classic imaging 
methods would not have shown anything in my case yet, so after the initial surprise I am glad that I can 
now take good precautions for the coming years.“

My commitment to osteolabs

“I am proud to have been chosen to put my face and 
name to a really important and innovative health pro-
duct. Osteoporosis may be detected later, but the disease 
starts much earlier. It has always been important to me to 
take care of my health and to take preventive action, not 
to act when it is too late. That‘s why I‘m convinced that 
this partnership fits like a glove. During my visit to os-
teolabs and GEOMAR Kiel, I was able to learn something 
about the origin of the new osteoporosis test for home 
use, the first early detection test for osteoporosis.“

Heike Henkel 
Heike Henkel together with Prof. Dr. rer. nat. 

Anton Eisenhauer in the coral laboratory 


